Marie Skłodowska-Curie PostDoc Positions in Germany

“Expression of Interest” for hosting Fellows

This template should be used by institutions interested in hosting postdoctoral fellows within the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowship programme. Host institutions should be located in Germany.

1. **Valid for the following MSCA-IF Calls¹:**

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>☒ 2019</td>
<td>☒ 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **Interested institution (legal person):**

   KION Group AG // Technology & Innovation Department // STILL GmbH, Hamburg

3. **Institute/Department:**

   Technology & Innovation, Robotics and Data Group

4. **Contact person (name and e-mail address):**

   Please contact for any questions:
   Dr.-Ing. Patrick Erbts
   Patrick.erbts@still.de
   Phone +49 40 7339 2226
   Mobile +49 160 978 143 20

---

¹ MSCA Individual Fellowships are selected on the basis of annual calls for proposals. Forthcoming and open calls for proposals can be found on the Participant Portal of the European Commission under “Funding Opportunities” and “Calls/H2020”.
5. Project idea/position (scientific requirements, topic, discipline):

Rough outline of idea/position:
PostDoc position in the area of robotics, autonomous driving and artificial intelligence.

Ideas / projects in the area of the following topics can be chosen

**Collaborative robotics**: taking and handling of objects, interaction (human-robot, robot-robot), environment cognition

**Autonomous vehicles/systems**: autonomous navigation and localization, vehicle-to-vehicle communication, automation technology

**Artificial Intelligence**: Image recognition, smart learning robotic systems (machine intelligence, machine learning), data analysis/analytics and algorithms, sensor data fusion

Please tick:

- [ ] Life Sciences
- [ ] Natural Sciences
- [x] Engineering Sciences
- [ ] Social Sciences and Humanities

6. Deadline\(^2\) for considering interests by postdoctoral applicants:

Any time is welcome!

---

\(^2\) Please consider that the preparation of a Marie Skłodowska-Curie proposal requires some time. Fellow and supervisor have to agree on a project and training opportunities for the fellow.